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ABSTRACT: Following an Officer Corps Strategy Conference held at West Point in June of
2010, the Assistant Secretary of the Army (Manpower and Reserve Affairs) and CG TRADOC
directed proof-of-concept piloting of the “Army Green Pages,” an experimental, web-based
talent management environment. The purpose was to study behavioral responses to market-based
incentives implemented within existing officer assignment practices. Piloting occurred from
August 2010 to August 2012. Results indicate that an online assignment market provides officers
with ample incentive to enter granular and accurate talent data, which can subsequently improve
Army talent management. The construct of the market, however, requires adherence to economic
principles and careful regulation to achieve desired outcomes.
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Synopsis
Today’s operating environment changes faster than Army doctrine and institutions can, and
work is increasingly task interdependent, skill specific, and uncertain. Since the early 1980s, the
domestic American labor market has increasingly demanded much of the same rapid
conceptualization, knowledge creation and problem solving talents in demand across the Army
Officer Corps. This labor competition caused a decline in junior officer retention, creating
challenges across officer accessions, development and employment.
These challenges have been exacerbated by well-intentioned Army programs that failed to
understand their root causes and therefore magnified rather than reduced them, creating a vicious
cycle of undesirable outcomes. Examples include the over-accessions of new officers (reducing
both developmental time and employment efficacy), habitual shortages of senior captains and
majors, undue reliance upon OCS (internal talent poaching that lowers talent levels in the NCO
and Warrant Officer Corps without filling the Army’s mid-career officer shortages), the gutting
of the Generating Force (Institutional Army), loss of discretion over officer promotion timing
and opportunity, and a decline in graduate-level and other educational opportunities.
Collectively, these unintended consequences demonstrate the need for an integrated officer
talent management effort. Recognizing this, the Assistant Secretary of the Army (Manpower and
Reserve Affairs) and CG TRADOC co-chaired an officer corps strategy conference at West
Point in June of 2010. At conference-end, both leaders directed the development and piloting of
a secure, web-based talent management environment called “Green Pages.” The Engineer
Regiment eagerly agreed to provide the pilot population.
With assignments as its centerpiece data entry incentive, Green Pages would attempt to reveal
and align engineer officer talents against unit demands. However, while better talent matches are
important, the overriding purpose of the Green Pages pilot would be to capture accurate,
granular information on every officer and every duty position, facilitating the future
management of each. With such a capability, the Army could wean itself from reliance upon
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error-prone requirements forecasts. Instead, it could become a truly adaptable institution by
capturing, developing and employing each officer’s unique talents. The Army could then achieve
the breadth and depth of capability needed without requiring every officer to master everything
(the pentathlete approach).
The Green Pages online talent marketplace opened in August 2010 and closed in August
2012. During this time, the Engineers executed 19 piloting iterations, with 748 total officers
receiving PCS assignments. Piloting integrated three participating “customer” segments: Army
officers (the talent “supply”), Army units (the talent “demand”), and Engineer assignments
officers in HRC (the talent managers or “agents”). In the pilot marketplace:
•

Officers (the Talent Supply) sought employment and developmental opportunities to
liberate and extend their talents, allowing them to make an optimal contribution to the
Army while simultaneously pursuing their personal and professional goals.

•

Units (the Talent Demand) sought officers who could dramatically exceed minimal
performance because there was a high correlation between their talents and work
requirements.

•

Assignments Officers (the Agents) focused less upon transactions and enforcement
and more upon people and performance, shifting their energies away from
requirements management and towards talent management.

Piloting results indicated that an online assignment market provides officers with ample
incentive to enter a wealth of granular and accurate talent data. Participating officers built
detailed personal profiles that heavily augmented the talents visible in official files (which were
top-fed into Green Pages from the Army’s Total Army Personnel Database - TAPDB). For
example, 131 officers revealed previously undocumented engineer certifications which would
conservatively cost over $28 million to produce. 1 A further example: according to the TAPDB,
all pilot participants have visited roughly 28% of the world’s countries. Green Pages revealed,
however, that those same officers actually visited 72% of the world.
1

Costs were estimated by a licensed Professional Engineer (PE) in the Civil and Mechanical Engineering
Department (CME), United States Military Academy, West Point, NY.
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While officers built their personal profiles in Green Pages, units simultaneously built job
profiles, elaborating on the talents needed to excel in pending officer vacancies (which were topfed into Green Pages from official authorization documents). Officers reviewed these vacancies
and expressed preferences to fill them, while units reviewed available officers and expressed
their preferences in turn.
As officers and units communicated directly with one another, units reordered their officer
preferences and officers reordered their assignment choices. In fact, half of all participating
officers changed their initial assignment preference while exploring the job market. The
reasons for this dramatic shift are fairly straightforward. Units signaling their labor needs
attracted officers who could meet them. Conversely, officers revealed hidden talents and units
who might not have otherwise considered them now took notice. During this entire process,
Engineer assignments officers facilitated and monitored the market. HRC remained the
assignments arbiter – the Green Pages pilot created an information marketplace, not a
transactional one. Consistent with existing policies and requirements, HRC simply used the
additional data gathered by Green Pages to optimize assignments.
The outcomes engendered by Green Pages are neither novel nor surprising. America’s highly
regarded people managers (General Electric, Proctor & Gamble, Goodyear, IBM and others)
have been using talent management IT systems for years, liberating their HR staffs from laborintensive, transactional personnel management and freeing up financial and human capital for
talent management. The HR departments making best use of this technology are truly
transformational in nature, making outsized contributions to their organizations’ achievement of
strategic goals.
In sum, the Green Pages pilot makes clear that talent management information systems can
reveal the actual state of a labor force, the critical asset in any organization. If Green Pages
lessons learned are incorporated into the acquisition and fielding of a fully-featured talent
management system, ∗ the Army’s employment paradigm should shift from largely commanddirected to a more collaborative, market-driven and thus effective one.

∗

At the time of writing, that system is slated to be the “Integrated Personnel and Pay System-Army” (IPPS-A), with
a talent management module scheduled for release sometime in mid-decade.
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I. ESSAYONS – THE IMPETUS FOR GREEN PAGES
The Green Pages talent market concept uses the officer assignment cycle as an incentive to
gather granular and accurate data so the Army can better manage its officer talent. Green
Pages inventories officer talent supply and organizational talent demand such that the Army
learns more about its talent requirements and the talents it already possesses. As a result, all
actors in the market have more information to improve their satisfaction, and the Army has a
dynamic mechanism to guide development and career progression across its officer ranks.

INTRODUCTION
Today’s operating environment changes faster than Army doctrine and institutions can,
and work is increasingly task interdependent, skill specific, and uncertain. Since the early
1980s, the domestic American labor market has increasingly demanded much of the same
rapid conceptualization, knowledge creation and problem solving talents in demand across
the Army Officer Corps. This labor competition caused a decline in junior officer retention,
creating challenges across officer accessions, development and employment.
These challenges are often exacerbated by well-intentioned Army programs that do not
understand their root causes and therefore magnify rather than reduce them, creating a
vicious cycle of unintended outcomes. Examples include over-accessions of new officers
(reducing both developmental time and employment efficacy), habitual shortages of senior
captains and majors, undue reliance upon OCS (internal talent poaching that lowers talent
levels in the NCO and Warrant Officer Corps without filling the Army’s mid-career officer
shortages), the gutting of the Generating Force (Institutional Army), loss of discretion over
officer promotion timing and opportunity, and a decline in graduate level education and other
broadening opportunities for officers. Collectively, these unintended consequences
demonstrate the need for an integrated officer talent management effort.
Upon taking command of the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, LTG (R) Robert Van
Antwerp identified the lack of officer talent management as a particular challenge. In
particular, he suspected that the Engineer Regiment wasn’t prepared to confront the growing
need for construction and civil engineering expertise. To confirm this, however, he needed
information that the Corps did not yet possess - the Army’s engineer demand versus its actual
supply. In 2008, LTG Van Antwerp asked his commandant (then BG Gregg Martin) to get
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the data so that an engineer officer strategy (“Building Great Engineers”) could be designed
around it.
General Martin led a thoughtful effort to gather all engineer talent information then
available. His team began by combing through Army administrative systems, making data
calls to Engineer officers, and assembling Councils of Colonels to divine the engineer talent
required by the Army and the talent on hand. It quickly became clear, however, that existing
information systems lacked granularity and accuracy. Meanwhile, data calls to the engineer
officer population rendered low participation. As a result, the best efforts of Councils of
Colonels amounted to little more than informed guesswork. In short, these strenuous and
time consuming efforts produced vague, dated and inaccurate results. A new approach was
needed.
Knowing that it possesses the largest integrated personnel database capability in the
Army, General Martin turned to the Office of Economic and Manpower Analysis (OEMA)
for assistance. While our office was eager to assist the Engineers, we quickly realized that the
talent information challenges they faced were by no means unique. Any talent management
information solution devised for the Engineers would have utility for the entire Officer
Corps. Senior Army leaders recognized this as well. The CG, TRADOC, the ASA M&RA
and the Army G1 were already articulating the need for more comprehensive data on all
officer talent to ensure the most effective and efficient use of leaders in an increasingly
dynamic and uncertain future and at a 2010 Officer Corps Strategy meeting at West Point,
the Army’s Human Capital Enterprise leadership asked OEMA to devise and test a solution.
In response, OEMA created the Green Pages talent market concept. The idea was born
from several key observations, particularly that individual officers had no incentive to
respond to data calls and Councils of Colonels could not articulate dynamic talent demands.
Additionally, the Officer Record Brief (ORB - the closest thing to an officer talent
“snapshot”) lacked detail, often contained errors, and was not searchable. What was needed
was a way to incentivize accurate, granular data entry into an intuitive, searchable
information technology environment. Green Pages would be that environment, and in the
spirit of Essayons (“let us try”), the Engineers would provide the first pilot population.
The “big” idea behind Green Pages was that certain aspects of the Army’s internal labor
market (particularly assignments) provide the right incentive for commanders to list their
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talent requirements (the demand) and for officers to list their unique talents (the supply). In
short, an electronic talent market could be created via an inexpensive, web-based
environment. We believed that if appropriately regulated by assignments officers, such a
talent market could reveal accurate and granular talent information on thousands of officers
and duty positions across the Army. That information would in turn inform future officer
development decisions, facilitate data sharing, improve career satisfaction, and align the
Army’s officer talent against requirements far more efficiently than legacy practices. OEMA
therefore engineered the Green Pages pilot environment around the PCS assignment process.
Participating officers would log into Green Pages, add talent information to supplement the
TAPDB (“official”) data already top-fed into their profile, and list their top five assignment
preferences.
During piloting, nearly all officers created a robust personal profile in an effort to market
their talents to prospective battalion commanders. Simultaneously, participating units logged
into Green Pages, created job profiles detailing unique talent requirements, and posted
additional unit information. After reviewing officers’ profiles and assignment preferences,
units could indicate their preferences for officers. During this process, officers often changed
their assignment preferences upon learning that a unit they hadn’t considered was interested
in them for an open assignment.
This free information exchange increased assignment transparency and provided the right
incentive for officers and units to provide new information on talent supply and demand in
the Army. It also caused officers to review and correct inaccurate top-fed data in their Green
Pages profiles. Both units and officers reported a greater sense of control over (and
satisfaction with) the assignment process. Meanwhile, HRC assignments officers reported the
ability to make more mutually beneficial assignments because they had a wealth of new
talent supply / demand information. This information dominance helped them to shape
assignment preferences in ways benefitting both officers and organizations. It also became
clear that a tool such as Green Pages could make “guesswork” a thing of the past. For
example, Councils of Colonels would no longer need to “guess” at the number of electrical
engineers required, as the market could reveal this information in real time.
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APPLYING TALENT MANAGEMENT THEORY TO ARMY OFFICERS
The theory and data that underpin an officer talent management paradigm is described in a
six volume series of Strategic Studies Institute (SSI) monographs published from April 2009
to May 2010. 2 This analysis argues that a number of factors have fundamentally changed
both the U.S. labor market and the national security threats confronting the Army. Perhaps
most importantly, the Information Age demands employees who can process large amounts
of information, provide services, or add knowledge. The Army increasingly needs these
talents, but so does the private sector. Prior to the advent of the All Volunteer Force (AVF) in
1974, the Army could conscript the talent it needed, but today it must compete head-to-head
in the American talent market. The Army has fared somewhat poorly in this competition,
necessitating a new approach to managing the Officer Corps; a talent-based approach.
The Army officer human capital model consists of the four interrelated activities depicted
below. Accessing, developing, retaining, and employing talented officers is integral to the
Officer Corps’ future success for a number of reasons. For example, limited lateral entry
Army Officer Human Capital Model

2

available at: http://www.strategicstudiesinstitute.army.mil/pubs/publication-searchresults.cfm?submit=Search&criteria=talent
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prohibits the Army from poaching mid-career or senior-grade talent from competitors as
American industries do. As junior officers are the feedstock for future senior officers, it’s
critical to manage existing officer talent through these four phases to ensure the right leaders
are prepared and available to lead the Army of the future.
Certainly the Army has always accessed, developed, employed and retained officers, but
as interchangeable parts. What makes our model different, however, is our concept of
“talent,” firmly grounded in sound human capital theory. Talent is NOT some “top 10
percent” of workers. Instead, it’s the unique intersection of skills, knowledge and behavior in
each of us. Everyone has talents that can be extended and liberated, provided those talents are
recognized and cultivated. Doing so can create optimal levels of performance in a much
larger segment of an organization’s workforce. 3
The Dimensions of Individual Talent

Acknowledging the unique talent distribution of each person is only half of the talent
management challenge. The Army must also recognize that there are equally unique talent
demands across its organizations. Doing so will allow it to thoughtfully manage the nexus of
individual talent supply and organizational talent demand, to create a true talent management
3

Wardynski, Lyle & Colarusso. “Talent: Implications for a U.S. Army Officer Corps Strategy.” November
2009. http://www.StrategicStudiesInstitute.army.mil
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system that puts the right officer in the right place at the right time. Officer talent
management is a means to an end, not an end in itself. It has but one purpose: to help the
Army achieve its overall objectives. It does this by mitigating the greatest risks: the cost of a
mismatch between numbers of officers and requirements; and the cost of losing talented
officers to the civilian labor market.

6

II. THE GREEN PAGES OPERATING CONCEPT
As OEMA set out to devise a talent management information technology environment
with market-based business rules, we first considered the relevant behavioral economic
theories underlying the creation of an online job market. These theories helped us to predict
how people would behave in the Green Pages environment and which incentives would move
them to action. It’s a critical first step, as any such environment must proceed from an
understanding of how markets work, why they fail, and what can be done to prevent these
failures. 4
The Green Pages Operating Concept

ARMY (Agent)
We know which talents to acquire or develop

TALENT MARKET

S

UNITS
(Demand)

Talents

Requirements

D

OFFICERS
(Supply)

Commander:

Officer:

“I can find
the talent I
really need”

“I know which
talents are in
demand”

Institutional
Adaptability

Assignment
Transparency

The Right Skills,
Knowledge, and Behavior
Talent
Matching

Teamwork
Behavior

As mentioned in our introduction, the centerpiece innovation behind the Green Pages
operating concept is the use of assignments (jobs) as an incentive for the information
exchange between officers (supply) and units (demand). These exchanges resulted in more
officers receiving their preferred assignments because they changed their preferences after
gaining more information from the market. As both the supply and demand search against
one another, the bulk of the talent market “clears” optimally (in other words, each respond to
the others’ information and adjust preferences accordingly). In this market, officers have a
4

See Appendix 1 for a more detailed discussion of the economic theory underlying Green Pages.
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strong incentive to market their talents to compete for the assignments they want. With fixed
wages, the pricing mechanism creates match satisfaction on both sides. The graphic on the
previous page illustrates the market process from points 1 thru 5:
1. Supply (officers) and Demand (commanders) populate the market with information.
2. Green Pages captures the information and makes it available to both sides.
3. Supply shops for jobs, Demand shops for talent. Both adjust and indicate preferences.
4. HRC uses talent information and informed preferences to assign job matches.
5. The market interchange provides granular and accurate data on talent supply and
demand.
That new data makes talent management possible, and there’s a lot of it. The richness of
each person’s collective life experiences represents tremendous capital in the Army “talent”
market. When an officer participates actively in Green Pages, he or she creates a detailed
profile that summarizes all of their expertise, experiences and accomplishments. More than
just a listing of Army training and skill identifiers, these include talents gained in college,
through leisure pursuits and hobbies, in their communities, in the civilian job market, and
even from relationships with friends and family.
Simultaneously, commanders and strength managers at organizations across the Army are
building robust job profiles, detailing not just required talents, but desired talents. Just as
individuals possess unique distributions of talent, organizations possess unique distributions
of requirements. Even seemingly identical jobs can differ based upon a variety of factors.
These include leadership styles, talent gaps, mission, other contingencies, geography,
equipment, operating theater, rules of engagement, etc.
While a fair share of the market clears as units and officers indicate preferences for each
other, HRC continues to act as the assignment agent by working with units and officers to
make the best match based on Army requirements, officer development, as well as individual
and unit preferences. Although HRC remains the assignments arbiter, with the increased
information and market exchange it can better focus efforts on the role of advocating for and
approving talent matches rather than simply making assignments. With additional
information, assignment managers can also better justify the placement of officers into
specific assignments when Army requirements take precedence over individual preferences.
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III. PILOT DESCRIPTION & FINDINGS: ENGINEER CASE STUDY
You’re at the Engineer Captain’s Career Course (CCC) and your assignment officer
is about to brief your class. You file into an auditorium to hear about the latest “needs
of the Army” and to schedule one-on-one appointments with the assignments officer for
later that week.
As you turn in your top five assignment preferences worksheet, you’re surprised to
learn that your assignment process will leverage a new information technology called
Green Pages. Your assignment officer explains the concept of talent management and
says that everyone has their own unique talents which will inform the assignment
process. He demonstrates how to build an individual Green Pages profile to provide
more information to units who will seek out officers with just the right talents to match
their requirements. You’re told you’ll have access to this website for several weeks to
build your profile and interact with units. At the same time, units will be able to “see”
you and your classmates’ profiles. Not only will you have access to a complete list of
assignments and unit details, but you’ll also be able to contact units directly. When the
interaction window closes, you’ll be able to update your top assignment preferences.
Your assignment officer assures you that a computer program will not make your
assignment; he will still make your assignment decision, but he’ll have far more
information to do it, resulting in more assignments that make officers happy, units
happy, AND meet the needs of the Army. You look at him closely – he’s serious. Your
buddy whispers “Sounds like the leadership is really listening...”
OVERVIEW
From August 2010 to August 2012 the Engineers executed 19 iterations of Green Pages
piloting, with 748 total officers receiving PCS assignments. These included 10 iterations of
captains, 7 of majors, and 2 of lieutenant colonels. 5 Per the vignette above, each iteration has
three distinct phases: a pre-market profile-building phase, a market phase, and a post-market
assignment phase. 6
•

Pre-market Profile-building Phase (4-6 weeks). HRC assignments officers
initiated this by telling participating officers that they’d receive their assignment
through Green Pages. 7 This briefing included a talent management overview and

5

Pilots were also conducted with Strategist (2 pilots), and Adjutant General (1 pilot) officers, but engineer
officers composed the bulk of Green pages pilots. In total, 870 officers were assigned during Green Pages
piloting.
6
The pilot format was consistent across all pilots regardless of rank.
7
See Appendix 4 for briefing and assignment tools used by assignment officers.
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instructions for building individual profiles. On the Green Pages website, all
participating officers were welcomed to the pilot by an informational video
featuring LTG (R) Van Antwerp (a Green Pages concept white paper was also
available). Meanwhile, participating unit strength managers were told that they’d be
notified of newly assigned officers via Green Pages. They were also provided with
instructions on how to create detailed unit and job profiles. 8 The purpose of the
unit and job profiles was to provide detailed information to participating officers
searching for their next assignments. During this phase, the market was not yet open
and no information exchange occurred between units and officers as they could not
yet view the other side of the market.
•

Market Phase (2-6 weeks). Following the pre-market phase, officers and unit
strength managers received notification that the Green Pages market was “open” for
interaction. During this time, officers could view open assignments and unit profiles
before entering their top five assignment preferences. They could also reorder their
top five assignment preferences. Whenever officers indicated a preference for a
specific assignment, the respective unit received notification through the Green
Pages interface. Although the unit could not see how the officer had ranked it (1-5),
it could see that the officer was interested. Likewise, units could view all officers
available for assignment and rank order their preferences for each open position,
although not until their unit profile was at least 50% complete. Units could also
update their “preference list” throughout the process. A unit’s preferred officer list
was proportionate to the number of vacancies it had to fill. For example, if the unit
was to receive only one officer, it could select up to five officers. The larger the
vacancy list, the larger the corresponding preference list.

•

Post-market Assignment Phase. After the market “closed,” HRC assignments
officers used the information revealed in Green Pages to make assignments. As
Green Pages is an information environment and not a transactional one, no
matching algorithm was used. As always, assignments officers made all assignment
decisions, but with better information technology to assist them. For example, a

8

See Appendix 2 for more details on this process.
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spreadsheet-like matrix combined officer and unit preferences (and rationale) so
that assignments officers could review them holistically. Tools such as this give
HRC information dominance during the assignment process. After finalizing
assignments and transferring them into TOPMIS (HRC orders system),assignments
officers posted the assignment results to Green Pages, where officers had to log in
to view their final assignment. Once logged in, they were instructed to complete a
final Green Pages survey before receiving their assignment. Most officers received
their assignment result immediately after completing the survey. 9
FINDINGS
Each pilot iteration was designed to capture as much information as possible about the
way in which market incentives affected supply and demand behavior. We collected data
from treatment and control groups, as well as from pre- and post-treatment phases of the
market. Our findings were as follows:
MAIN FINDING: Green Pages reveals an abundance of granular & accurate
talent information.

ADDITIONAL FINDINGS:
1. Officers and units have heterogeneous preferences.
2. “Supply” is more responsive to assignment market incentives than “Demand.”
3. Officer and unit preferences changed after entering the market.
4. Assignment satisfaction increased, in large part because preferences changed.
5. Officers want a greater say in the assignment process and want to use their talents.
6. Assignments officers had more time & information to improve talent matches.

Officers had a strong incentive to build a robust personal profile, as participating units
would later indicate their officer preferences based upon those profiles. In addition to
providing new information, officers frequently identified errors in their top-fed data. Initially
outside the scope of piloting, it became obvious that Green Pages had the potential to
9

Some field grade assignment officers thought it more appropriate to notify officers of their assignments by
telephone. This occurred rarely, however.
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improve the “official” data accuracy, and for two reasons. First, officers can easily view
official data in the Green Pages web interface. Second, Green Pages places that data within
the context of a meaningful outcome – a preferred assignment. It was clear to pilot
participants that inaccurate official data could negatively affect their assignments. During one
pilot iteration, 50% of officers indicated that at least two data elements from their top-fed
official data were incorrect, with 90% of the errors having direct implications for officer
assignments. As we reviewed reported errors, much of it had been wrong for quite some
time. Now officers now had an incentive to correct the information at their local personnel
services action center.
THE “SUPPLY” SIDE
To illustrate how officers used Green Pages to both review official data and provide new
data, several screenshots follow. In the personal information section, “CPT Jordan’s” top-fed
data from the TAPDB (Total Army Personnel Database) is shown in grey. 10 He now has an
incentive to update his religious preference, number of dependents, contact information, etc.
Individual Officer Profile: CPT Manuel Jordan

10

While “CPT Jordan” is a fictional amalgam, all information contained in these screenshots comes from actual
Green Pages entries made by officers participating in the pilot. We’ve created CPT Jordan to demonstrate
system capabilities while protecting user information and anonymity.
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Directly below his personal information, the officer makes a free text “current status” entry,
which is keyword searchable:

Scrolling downward, the captain provides a professional summary of his unique skills,
interests, and career aspirations. This section routinely reveals invaluable talents previously
unknown to the Army. In our example, CPT Jordan mentions his prior enlisted service,
official information that currently is lost when NCOs transition to officer service. He
describes his overseas service in Iraq and also mentions heritage language skills the Army
was unaware of, all of which is also keyword searchable in Green Pages:

Next, CPT Jordan describes his officer “Experience.” This section is initially populated
with top-fed data and resembles the bottom of a standard ORB. It tells us nothing about what
CPT Jordan actually did as a platoon leader. By clicking on the “Details” icon, however, the
officer can provide detailed information about specific accomplishments and experiences:
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The Army now sees the critical engineering skills he used and the specific engineer tasks
he accomplished while in this position. Again, a keyword search would reveal CPT Jordan to
a commander looking for a liaison or perhaps an officer who has used the Ground Torch
System. After describing his experience, CPT Jordan scrolls down to review his official
military and civilian education data:

Much like the “experience” section, CPT Jordan can tell us more about his civilian
educational experience by clicking on the “details” tab for his University of Florida degree
(notice that the top-fed official data, above, says nothing more than “liberal arts” degree).
The captain then adds “non-degree education” not found in the TAPDB:
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Not only do officers continually invest in education on their own time, but as we can see,
even Army training or education is often missing from official records and can be recaptured
here (again, these examples are actual entries made by officers during piloting).
The sections following education provide CPT Jordan with more opportunities to
supplement his official record. The first “Skills and Certifications” tab presents TAPDB data:

The captain then enters “other skills, certifications and qualifications” not found in the
TAPDB:

Notice that he’s augmented his record with numerous additional talents, to include being a
Registered Nurse. CPT Jordan is also a member of the MOAA and the Royal African Society
and can provide details about these affiliations:

Scrolling down still further, the “Links” section allows CPT Jordan to post web addresses
to items of professional interest. In this example, he’s included a company deployment video:
15

Self-help icons (the green “question mark”) are located in each header bar. If an officer is
unsure what entry to make, “pop-up” guidance is just a mouse-click away (see below):

In the next two sections, officers are able to enter languages and travel experiences not
found in their official file, which is quite common. For example, some officers possess deep
heritage language skills but haven’t taken a Defense Language Proficiency Test (DLPT).
Knowing the source of language proficiency (school versus heritage) is particularly useful, as
heritage speakers often possess deeper cultural fluency, even if their language skills are less
polished. In CPT Jordan’s case, notice that top-fed data under “official languages” is blank:

However, in the “other languages” tab he adds the Spanish learned at home, the
Portuguese learned while living abroad, and some elementary French proficiency from a
civilian course:
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CPT Jordan’s user-provided travel information is similarly more robust than his official
records indicate.

The “Official Travel” tab captures his short tours, long tours and

deployments, but no official TDY or leisure travel:

CPT Jordan quickly adds four Army TDYs to supplement his official data, revealing
travel to three additional countries (Dominican Republic, Japan, and Thailand):

Consider how useful this information is to future contingency planning. Imagine, for
example, that the Army was responding to a natural disaster in Japan. Coupled with his
engineer acumen and nursing talents, CPT Jordan might make an ideal addition to a disaster
response team.
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To complete his profile, CPT Jordan must still enter “Community / Volunteer Work”
experiences, “Interests & Hobbies,” and “Chain of Command / References.” Many officers
volunteer with community, educational and charitable organizations, extending their many
talents while doing so:

CPT Jordan’s volunteer work has the potential to increase his Army productivity, just as
his hobbies can help foster friendships and collaborative relationships:

Finally, providing a list of past raters and senior raters allows other leaders to reach out to
these references when wanting to learn more about an officer’s unique talents, or to ask
follow-up questions about user-fed entries: 11

11

For example, a commander interested in CPT Jordan’s performance in Iraq could email his past rater or senior
rater by clicking on their names. NOTE: Actual Rater and Senior Rater names have been masked in this sample
profile.
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This sample profile reveals how easily officers can identify errors in their official data and
embellish it with an incredible amount of information revealing their full talents. Clearly, the
Army is seeing just a fraction of the productive capabilities resident in the Officer Corps, but
as the Green Pages pilot has demonstrated, the right incentives and a user-friendly web
application can easily change that.
THE “DEMAND” SIDE
Just as officer talents are largely hidden from the Army, so too are the demands for those
talents across the force. To remedy this, units participating in the pilot were asked to build
detailed organizational and job profiles to attract the right officer talent towards their unique
work requirements. After logging into Green Pages, strength managers construct a “unit
profile” page to provide an overview of their organization:
Unit Profile: 555th Engineer Brigade 12

12

This is an actual unit profile available in Green Pages.
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Strength managers click “Edit” to generate a pop-up text-entry window like the samples
below. The left image presents the 555 profile and the right image the help text:

After creating the general unit overview, additional fields allow units to specify command
queues, deployment timelines, etc. This information helps shape officer assignment
preferences:

Scrolling down, strength managers can see every authorized officer position in their unit.
The following sample is from the Corps of Engineers’ Huntington District:
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During piloting, units build detailed position (job) profiles only for vacancies pending fill.
For example, of the eight positions above, perhaps just two need fill. In that case, the
Huntington district builds two profiles only. Since, under current HRC procedures,
assignment officers assign to units and not jobs, the unit commander has the discretion to
advertise the actual job where the officer will serve. As with officers, all profile information
entered by units (including free text) is searchable.
To build a profile, strength managers click on a “position title” (highlighted in red,
above), which prompts this screen:

As we can see, “position requirements” (in grey text) are top-fed from an authorization
document and say very little about the talents demanded by the job. Green Pages, however,
provides additional fields to rectify this, in particular, a position description describing
exactly what the officer’s duties will entail. Scrolling downward, additional granularity can
be added in “desired skills and certifications.” Notice the talents being sought (highlighted on
the next page):
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This information helps officers determine whether they are a suitable match for the
position. 13

13

Junior officers can also use this information. It signals the qualifications, certifications and experiences that
they should seek to become a strong candidate for this job in the future.
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OPENING THE MARKET: SUPPLY AND DEMAND MEET
Once the market phase opens, officers can view all participating units via the “my
assignments” tab. To view available positions, he or she clicks on a preferred unit UIC.

The officer then clicks a “position title” to view the job profile created by the unit (in this
example, at Fort Jackson):
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Clicking “CDR, CO A” activates the following pop-up (which the officer can either add to
their top five assignment preferences or review and save for future reference):

MAIN FINDING: CONCLUSIONS
As we indicated on page 11, Green Pages reveals accurate and granular information
that will make true officer talent management possible. Nineteen pilot iterations validated
this main finding. Officers will build strong résumés to compete for the jobs they want.
Those résumés reveal previously hidden professional certifications, as well as language and
cultural fluencies, all available at no additional cost to the Army. Even rough cost estimates
illustrate the power of these findings. For example, 131 officers revealed engineer
certifications which would conservatively cost over $28 million to produce. 14 Additionally,
many officers added specific details to their certified “Professional Engineer” credentials.

14

Costs were estimated by a licensed Professional Engineer (PE) in the Civil and Mechanical Engineering
Department (CME), United States Military Academy, West Point, NY. The 131 officers were out of the total
Engineer population of 748 officers who received assignments within Green Pages.
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Engineer Certification Data Revealed by Green Pages

As for newly revealed language and cultural fluencies, consider the following chart. As
the left-hand map shows, according to official Army records (TAPDB), the collective
cultural fluency of all pilot participants spanned roughly 28% of the world. Green Pages
revealed, however, that those same officers actually possess cultural fluencies spanning 72%
of the world.
Officer Travel Experiences Revealed by Green Pages

This information was revealed not only because of the pilot’s powerful incentives, but
also because Green Pages actively solicited the information, teaching officers that the
fullness of their life experiences creates productive talents that can enhance their Army
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careers. As the next chart illustrates, those life experiences virtually doubled the known
language proficiencies for officers in the pilots.
GP Provides Visibility on Officer Languages

The time and cost entailed in gaining such capabilities would be daunting, to say the least,
but now the Army has saved those costs. It can instead leverage the investments others have
made to create these talents. In a complex and uncertain global operating environment, these
fluencies are particularly valuable, and often more powerful than those gained via formal
study. 15 For example, a number of officers have traveled to the Philippines not merely for
leisure but because they are married to a Filipina, making their cultural connection far more

15

See Appendix 3 for an example user entry for additional languages and additional travel.
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powerful. Green Pages can make these nuanced distinctions in a way no other Army data
system can.

ADDITIONAL FINDINGS
In addition to proving that the Army can truly gain visibility over its talent supply and
demand, the pilot revealed several supporting findings.
ADDITIONAL FINDING #1: Officers and units have heterogeneous preferences.
Green Pages revealed that individuals and units have widely varying preferences. Had this
not been the case, if all units wanted the same few officers and vice versa, then Green Pages
would have had little utility. Preference variability ties directly to granular, accurate data –
the more there is, the more heterogeneous preferences become. 16
For example, HRC reports that many assignment locations are traditionally a “tough sell”
to officers (posts like Bliss, Drum, the CTCs, etc.). This is because officers condition their
preferences upon one overriding factor – location.

Once other information is known,

however (the nature of the job, a unit’s interest in the officer, etc.) preferences shift, often
dramatically. As a result, even “tough sell” assignments witnessed increased demand. Actual
quotes from participating pilot officers demonstrate the different experiences being sought:

16

See Appendices 2 and 3 for an example breakdown of officer and unit preferences.
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Conversely, there is no “one type” of officer being sought by units, which expressed interest
in specific officers because of their unique talents. 17 Consider these actual comments from
units at various duty stations:

For the most part, neither officers nor units were “left on the bench” during piloting – the
heterogeneity of talent supply and demand ensured this. In fact, fewer than 23% of units and
18% of officers went unrequested. This normally occurred only when the officer or unit in
question failed to provide enough profile information to invite interest. The data show that
officers who provided more information were in higher demand:
•

On average, officers completing 90-100% of their profiles were selected 25% more
frequently than officers who completed 0-60% of their profiles.

•

As we discuss in Finding #2, this is a supply-driven market. The average unit
participation rate (i.e.: completing any portion of a unit profile) across all pilots
was low at only 59%. Higher unit participation rates would have also led to a
lower incidence of non-selected units and would have allowed us to make
conclusions about the impact of information on unit selection.

While officers exhibited heterogeneous assignment preferences, we did observe some
preference determination trends. Across the pilot, all officers were mission focused, caring
least about unit deployment schedules when seeking their next job. However, as the next
chart reveals, field grade officers (a much higher percentage of which have multiple
dependents) weighed family considerations more heavily than junior captains:

17

These are actual quotes from units - officer names have been changed.
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Officers are Mission Focused

ADDITIONAL FINDING #2: “Supply” is more responsive to assignment market
incentives than “Demand.”
The incentive for units to complete their profiles was less powerful than it was for
officers. While officers uniformly began data entry after receiving an instructional email,
units required similar notifications and a great deal of follow-up encouragement by phone or
email.

Post-pilot surveys indicate that while units received enough information about

officers, at least 50% of officers felt that unit / job information was too sparse. As several
officers reported:
•

“Units did not have much info and most of the contacts were not correct.”

•

“The biggest improvement will need to come from unit buy in.
understand more about the program and how it works.”

•

“It seemed as if the units were either unaware of Green Pages or did not intend to
use it or make an effort with it. I agree that units should have input into the
assignments process, but the right emphasis has not been put on their
participation.”
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Units must

While most markets are demand driven, there are several explanations for why this talent
market appeared chiefly supply driven. First, the next assignment means everything to an
officer. It can affect career progression, job satisfaction, dependent well-being, educational
attainment, etc. In contrast, units have much less at stake. If an inbound officer is a poor unit
fit, there are dozens of other officers to pick up the slack.
Second, the uncertainty of a piloting environment decreases a unit’s incentive to invest
organizational energy in profile building and talent management. While an officer
participates in the market only when in their personal reassignment window (a relatively rare
occurrence), units were continuously in the market for new officers, demanding a sustained
level of commitment.
Third, the high degree of personnel churn in Army units makes it difficult to motivate unit
representatives to participate – many strength managers were too “short” to invest time in
piloting a new management paradigm.
Fourth, a few unit leaders could not grasp the concept of (or need for) talent management.
They are frankly the product of industrial era HR practices which promote an
“interchangeable” officer paradigm. Their view: “send me any officer, any officer, and I’ll
develop him or her appropriately – that’s what leaders do.” Cultural muscle memory makes
such thinking difficult to change, particularly as commanders are successful officers and yet
a product of industrial HR practices. The thinking: ‘Since the current system produced me,
and as I’m a talented and dedicated officer, the current system must be good enough.’
Lastly, piloting efforts focused almost exclusively on Engineers, often a low density
career field in many non-engineer organizations. A unit strength manager in a maneuver BCT
was often challenged to articulate Engineer-specific talent requirements.
During piloting, OEMA made continual refinements to redress low demand participation.
First, we reached out to first line supervisors – the men or women who would receive officers
from the pilot. While more difficult to identify and reach than unit strength managers, these
officers were more powerfully motivated to select their next subordinates and worked with
strength managers to populate unit and job profiles. Second, we devoted internal resources to
evaluating unit participation and actively offered encouragement and support to units
requiring it. A preferred solution, however, would be to teach talent management across the
Officer Education System (OES). Such instruction, coupled with formal adoption of the
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practices piloted via Green Pages, should create the change culture necessary to improve
demand participation. 18
ADDITIONAL FINDING #3: Officer and unit preferences changed after entering the
market.
Officers must enter their top five assignment preferences in Green Pages before using its
market-based assignment tools to build their profile or search for jobs. This allows us to
capture their “pre-Green Pages” preferences. However, once the assignment market “opens”
and officers begin interacting with units, preferences on both sides of the market begin to
change. Officers are usually the first movers, quickly revising their preferences and
contacting units for more information. Units are slower to express their preferences because
of the reduced incentive we’ve already discussed. While some units make officer selections
early, most do not. Unit activity normally rises within a week of the market closing deadline.
This gives officers only a few days to react to unit preferences.
Throughout the market phase, communication between units and officers is largely
officer-driven. Across the pilots, more than 63% of all officers reached out to units via phone
or email. More than half of all officers reported that contact with units helped shape their
final preferences.
Officer / Unit Interaction

18

See Appendix 2 for more information on unit participation and a discussion of the demand side of the talent
market.
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During the pilot, 49% of all officers changed their number one assignment preference
after using Green Pages. 19 Changes occurred for two main reasons. First, officers obtained
more detailed information on unit and job requirements; and second, they became interested
in units that were interested in them, even if they had not previously considered that unit. In
other words, knowing where their skills were in demand (and where they were not) shaped
officer preferences.
There is evidence that units also changed their officer preferences due to information
found in Green Pages. Here’s one example:
Engineer Branch reported an instance where a brigade commander made a by-name-request
for CPT Lee. The Engineer Assignment Officer asked the commander to express that
preference in Green Pages and assured him that CPT Lee would be assigned to the brigade
if possible. The commander entered Green Pages to request CPT Lee and discovered that
nine other Engineer captains were interested in his brigade. As he reviewed their files, he
found three other officers he thought would be a better match, thus listing CPT Lee as his
fourth choice.

ADDITIONAL FINDING #4: Assignment satisfaction increased, in large part because
preferences changed.
Green Pages talent matching increased engineer officer assignment satisfaction.

On

average, participating officers were about 34% more likely to receive their top assignment
19

This percentage is contingent upon the availability of an officer’s initial assignment preferences. For example,
if an officer’s initial assignment preferences were unavailable in the pilot assignment slate, the officer had to
change their preferences based on availability. We do NOT count such officers in the population who changed
their initial preferences due to Green Pages.
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preference via Green Pages versus the legacy assignment process. 20 It’s important to note
that this improvement is not due to the availability of more desirable assignments. Rather, it
is a result of officers having better information about existing assignment opportunities, thus
gaining a better sense of where they would fit. This often resulted in officers moving a third
or fourth preference up to the top of their list. The charts below indicate the likelihood of
officers receiving a top assignment preference after using Green Pages. 21
Assignment Satisfaction by Rank

We also captured unit preferences and compared those to the actual officer they received.
As the next figure indicates, on average roughly 45% of units received one of the top five
officers they requested. 22 This is a vast improvement over current practices, which give units
no voice at all in the selection of their officers:

20

This percentage only considers engineer officers who actually received an assignment via Green Pages and
who had valid original and final preferences. Additionally, officers were 41% more likely to receive one of
their top 3 preferences after using Green Pages.
21
“Before GP” shows the percentage of officers that would have received one of their top choices given their
initial preferences prior to participating in the Green Pages market. “After GP” shows the percentage of officers
that actually received one of their top choices given their final preferences after participating in the market.
This increase in assignment satisfaction demonstrates that officers changed their preferences after participating
in the market since the list of assignments did not change.
22
More time is required to assess unit satisfaction with assigned officers.
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Unit Preference for Officers Assigned

During the pilot, several survey instruments were used, to include a final survey of
participating officers. Results indicate that most appreciated the increased transparency
inherent in the Green Pages assignment market. Officers also felt that Green Pages gave them
a greater voice in their own assignment. The following two figures summarize company and
field grade responses from the final survey:
Participating Officer Assessment of Green Pages

Participating Officer Assessment of Green Pages
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ADDITIONAL FINDING #5: Officers want a greater say in the assignment process &
want to use their talents.

As the above survey results alluded to, officers value individual talent management and
more than 3/4s of them believe the Army should treat them as unique individuals. The
following survey quotes are representative:
“I feel this is a system with a lot of potential to help officers and units place the right
personnel in the right jobs.”
“I absolutely love the idea of the Army going towards ‘Talent Management’ and
getting away from making Soldiers feel like they are just another piece in an assembly
line.”
The Army should be mindful of these sentiments as it creates future officer development,
employment, and retention policies.
As we mentioned earlier, generational factors definitely play a role in how Green Pages
and talent management are received, and some final survey comments reflect this:
“I still don't get the point of Green Pages for the officer - I'm not the kind of person to
pursue a job, so all I wanted to do was submit a preference sheet. - LTC
“It is obvious that Soldier family considerations and extenuating circumstances
affecting assignments take priority over merit, skill sets, and talent and expertise -altogether contradicting the purpose of Green Pages and a judicious assignment
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policy. If you have none of those factors to leverage, then you are at a disadvantage
in the negotiation process with the career manager.” - Post-ILE MAJ
We also received feedback on how well officers understood the purpose of Green Pages
and how to use the Green Pages system. 90% of officers understood that the purpose of
Green Pages was to provide better information, not make assignments.

Two-thirds of

officers felt the job search process was easy and intuitive, and 80% of officers thought the
assignment preference selection process was easy and intuitive.

ADDITIONAL FINDING #6: Assignments officers had more time & information to
improve talent matches.
Information dominance and the talent matching matrix discussed earlier helped
assignments officers make better talent matches in several ways. 23 For hard-to-fillassignments, they could intervene in the market by calling officers who showed some
interest. They could also contact officers who had expressed no interest in a unit to reinforce
the unit’s interest in them: “Have you considered that unit at Fort Drum? They really want
you on their team...” This “benevolent” rather than “directed” market intervention sometimes
caused officers to add such an assignment to their preference list.
Assignments officers also encouraged “tough fill” units to build more robust unit/job
profiles and to indicate their officer preferences as early as possible, increasing their odds of
affecting officer preferences for them in return.

As preferences aligned in the market

between units and officers, assignments officers noticed a number of “1 to 1” matches where
both the unit and the officer requested each other. For officers and units who entered
preferences, the 1 to 1 match rate was 24%. For the most part, these assignments were the
easiest to finalize. 24
Before Green Pages, assignments officers had limited information when making
assignment decisions. They had open requisitions, officer initial preferences (from officers
who didn’t even know the full extent of available assignments), some by-name-requests from
23

A sample talent matching matrix is included in Appendix 4.

24

See Appendix 4 for an example chart of “1 to 1” matches that an assignment officer might use to finalize
assignments.
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general officers and officer manning guidance. Within Green Pages, however, assignments
officers managed more than faces and spaces. They brokered assignments between informed
customers (officers and units), augmented by their own judgment and yet still conforming to
manning guidance and Army requirements.
While engineer assignments officers felt the Green Pages learning curve was initially
steep, after a few pilot iterations they became comfortable with the system. Among those
who used it, a clear majority agreed that while the system needed refinements, the outcomes
justify future investment in a comparable capability. As one assignments officer said, “Using
Green Pages is definitely more work than the old way of making assignments, but it’s better
work.”
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IV. DESIGNING A FUTURE TALENT MANAGEMENT PARADIGM
Talent management requires the differentiation of people into diverse talent pools. In a
knowledge economy, where work is more interconnected, technical, specialized, and
complex, differentiation is increasingly critical, and the best employers recognize this. To
differentiate people, an organization must clearly articulate the diverse range of talents
needed in its workforce. Differentiation is one of several change imperatives that in our view
must inform any future officer talent management paradigm:
1. Differentiate people – seek and employ a diverse range of talents.
2. Develop relevant and specialized expertise via individual career paths.
3. Invest in higher and specialized education.
4. Improve succession planning.
5. Provide sufficient assignment tenure.

We’ve written extensively about these imperatives, each of which can be achieved via
thoughtful policies and programs. Successfully creating and administering those programs,
however, requires data that the Army currently lacks. That data can be collected by a
thoughtfully designed and configured talent management information system.
Green Pages is not such a system, and it will never scale across the Officer Corps. 25 An
experimental environment only, it lacks the full functionality any future Army talent
management solution should possess. Via multiple piloting iterations, however, Green Pages
has provided the Army with a deep understanding of how officers and organizations behave
in an assignment market and which incentives drive that behavior. In our view, this proof-ofconcept test-bed has validated the feasibility and desirability of rapidly moving the Army

25

At the time we write this, the Army’s talent management Defense Business System is slated to be IPPS-A,
with a talent management module fielded sometime in mid-decade.
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towards a talent-based Officer Corps management strategy supported by information
technology.
Frankly, there’s little original in such an approach. America’s highly regarded people
managers (General Electric, Proctor & Gamble, Goodyear, IBM and others) have been using
talent management IT systems for years. Much like Green Pages, the overriding purpose of
those systems is to capture accurate, granular talent information on every employee and
every position, facilitating the future management of each. Organizations making best use of
this technology are truly transformational in nature, liberating their HR staffs from labor
intensive personnel management and freeing up financial and human capital for true talent
management. A Green Pages-like IT capability is an obvious first step in creating that type
of management environment.
That said, the Army must exercise caution. Employers who successfully manage talent
use technology in support of effective policies and practices, not as a replacement for them.
Troweling powerful information technology over an outmoded personnel management
edifice may reinforce rather than eliminate outmoded legacy practices, making their
demolition harder rather than easier. It can also create a false sense that the Army has
modernized or “fixed” its HR practices, causing leaders to lose focus on the challenge.
Technology is a means to an end, not an end in itself.
Any future officer talent management paradigm must be built around the interrelated
activities of the Army Officer Human Capital Model, but a Green Pages-like capability can
certainly help integrate those activities across the Officer Corps. Here are just a few
examples:
•

Development: With well-defined talent demand requirements and talent supply
inventories, the Army can better resource training to fill talent gaps.

•

Accessions: A Green Pages-like capability can improve talent matching of cadets
with basic branches.

•

Retention: Managing officers by their unique talent improves career satisfaction,
which is apt to have positive impacts on retention behavior.

•

Employment: The market incentive of officer assignments provides an opportunity
to improve productivity through better job matches.
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Equally important, a Green Pages-like IT system can serve as the powerful centerpiece of
a comprehensive officer evaluation system, critical to talent differentiation. Comprised of
more than one-size-fits-all evaluation reports, that system would include deep periodic
assessments of each officer, with a focus upon individual development and employment
rather than promotion. These comprehensive assessments will require dynamic information
technologies to capture results and render them truly useful to individual officers,
commanders and HR managers alike. They will reveal the talents and capabilities of each
officer at any particular moment, freeing the Army from lock-step career planning and giving
it the ability to find the best person for any job, regardless of year group or time-in-service.
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APPENDIX 1:
A THEORETICAL TALENT MANAGEMENT FRAMEWORK
THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK - ECONOMIC AND BEHAVIORAL THEORY
Early in the development of Green Pages, OEMA examined the behavioral economic
theory underlying the construction of a talent management information system. Any such
system must proceed from an understanding of how markets work, why they fail, and what
can be done to prevent these failures and generate desired outcomes. Behavioral economic
theory helps explain how people behave in a market and which incentives will move them
to action. As part of this analysis, OEMA identified several challenges of current officer
management practices that a talent management information system can help redress
including: a missing market for talent, principal-agent problems, information asymmetry, and
externalities.
a. Missing Market for Talent. Currently, there is a missing market for officer
talent in the Army. This represents a market failure, meaning that an
inefficient use of resources exists and a better outcome (faster, more accurate
and less expensive) is possible. Right now, there is no talent matching
mechanism in the Army, no way for organizational strength managers and
individual officers to make efficient talent transactions. As a result, the officer
talent market fails to clear optimally – in other words, assignment transactions
still occur but there is a significant misalignment of talent supply and demand.
Conceptually, a talent management information system can fill this missing
market.
b. Principal-Agent Problem. Currently, HRC serves as the “agent” (performs a
service) for both officers seeking an assignment and organizations seeking
talent. This construct, however, misaligns incentives and information.
Commanders each have unique talent requirements and junior officers each
have unique talent inventories. The problem is that the current paradigm does
not allow the two principles to talk to the agent. Per the figure below, the
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agent only knows that the commander has an opening, and only knows basic
ORB information and maybe a few uninformed preferences of the officers.

Officer, Commander, and HRC Assignment Process Objectives

Overcoming Principal-Agent Problems Requires Aligning
Information and Objectives
Agent: HRC
Information

Objectives

• There is an opening
• Post Preferences
• Family Considerations
• ORB Information

• Fill openings
• Support ARFORGEN
• Manage Dwell Time
• Development

HRC

Principal 1: Commanders

Principal 2: Officers

Objective

Objective

I need an officer
who has cultural
and language
proficiency in
Haiti

I’ve lived in Haiti
and want to go
back to use my
language and
cultural
experience

17

Moreover, HRC has objectives that are given by Senior Leaders that focus on
filling openings, supporting ARFORGEN, managing dwell time, and doing
development whenever they can.

The Green Pages market concept is

designed to break down these walls and give HRC the information and
objectives necessary to manage officer talent.
c. Information Asymmetry. Markets can also fail from asymmetric
information challenges, where one party has more or better information than
the other. This is true of the officer talent market. Each officer has more
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information than the Army regarding both their own opportunity cost and their
expectations of military service. Because the Army really knows relatively
little about each officer’s particular desires and capabilities, it must treat
individuals as interchangeable parts, an increasingly ineffectual industrial era
practice. Conceptually, a talent management information system can help
eliminate information asymmetries by gathering full information on the
individual talents of every officer and in return providing each officer with a
much more transparent job market, one in which they can see all positions in
the Army and gather information on each.
d. Externalities. Another form of market failures is externalities - impacts upon
people outside of the transaction. These can be positive or negative. For
example, when a talented officer decides to stay in the Army, that action
produces a positive externality that may influence others to continue their
service. Conversely, when the Army mismatches an officer with a
requirement, that mismatch creates a negative externality that may cause
several peers or subordinates to leave the service. Conceptually, a talent
management information system can help reduce negative externalities and
increase positive ones by assigning the right person to the right job at the right
time, allowing them to perform optimally.
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APPENDIX 2:
TALENT DEMAND (COMMANDERS, ORGANIZATIONS)
This appendix further details the development of the “demand” side of the Green Pages
talent market.
UNIT NOTIFICATIONS
During initial piloting, HRC assignments officers informed unit strength managers about
Green Pages at the beginning of the profile-building phase. Ordinarily, assignments officers
would email the available unit contact and refer the unit to the Green Pages website where
the unit could find additional information providing context about the process of talent
management. OEMA assisted with limited phone follow-up as units entered the market
phase and as the market closed. With these contact techniques, unit participation proved to
be late and somewhat disappointing.
Further investigation revealed two problems: first line supervisors were better notification
targets and the testing environment required robust contact techniques.

In the regular

assignment process, unit strength managers help requisition and position incoming officers.
While their role gives them regular contact with HRC, and provides them a broad view of the
unit commander’s priority of fill, strength managers simply provide commanders with an
officer to fill a position; they do not supervise the details of all positions individually. Thus,
strength managers had to reach out to supervisors in order to screen available talent and
gather sufficient detail to build good job descriptions. The unit strength manager had little
incentive to complete this “extra” work. However, supervisors had a stronger motivation to
engage in job “marketing” and talent screening as they possessed more detailed knowledge
of the position (they knew what they needed), and were interested in the prospect of building
their team (they knew what they were looking for).
The second problem involved the reality of piloting this new talent management approach
to assignments. In this environment, all units were familiar with the old manning procedures.
Given the multiple requirements on both supervisor’s and strength manager’s time, it is easy
to imagine that many of our initial emails were either lost in the shuffle or deleted. We found
that individual phone calls were the best method to ensure that a unit had been notified.
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Identifying and calling unit supervisors significantly increased the administrative support
required of Green Pages. Units have discretion over individual positions, so there was no
automated method to identify the individual supervisors for each specific job. In the case of
this pilot, we contacted the senior engineer at each UIC, and the strength manager for this
information. Given the difficulties in finding phone numbers and waiting for responses, it
took, on average, almost two weeks to identify 80% of the supervisors for a given pilot.
We identified and tested three resourcing solutions.

First, we attempted to have

assignments officers identify and track down supervisors. This technique has an appeal
given the assignment officer’s individual authority as a representative of the pilot batch, but
the time requirement was too onerous given an assignment officer’s other responsibilities.
The second solution involved an analogous attempt with the proponent’s office. Again, this
proved to be too onerous given the proponent’s other requirements.

Finally, OEMA

dedicated an employee to the process. This solution proved effective as she was both
resourced and motivated to contact units. In its final evolution, she reached out to units via
email at the beginning of the pre-market phase. While she compiled the complete list of
supervisors, she would follow-up on the phone. She would then monitor market behavior
and start calling all units who had not submitted officer preferences at least a week and a half
before market close. With her assistance, unit participation rates rose above 95%. If units
knew about the system ahead of time, contact requirements fell dramatically and, in most
cases, email notifications sufficed.
UNIT PREFERENCES
The figure below provides an example breakdown of unit preferences for individual
officers. In this example from Pilot 3, every officer was selected at least once by a unit. This
demonstrates that units had heterogeneous preferences for the available officers. While not
all officers were selected in every pilot, we continued to observe heterogeneous preferences
across all pilots.
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APPENDIX 3:
TALENT SUPPLY (OFFICERS)
OFFICER PREFERENCES
As previously discussed, 49% of engineer officers who received an assignment via a
Green Pages pilot changed their top assignment preference after participating in the
market. Officers viewed more detailed information on unit and job requirements and also
gave greater consideration to units that selected them, even if they had not previously
considered that unit.

The figure above provides the preference change rates for each individual pilot,
demonstrating that the average rate of 49% across all pilots was also consistent within pilots.
“Assigned via Pilot” shows the number of officers from that pilot who received an
assignment through Green pages. “Changed Top Pref” shows the number of assigned officers
who changed their top assignment preference after using Green Pages. “Possible Changes”
shows the number of officers whose initial preferences were actually available to select as
final preferences. For example, if an officer had initial preferences for Fort Dix and Fort
Belvoir, but neither of these assignments were available on the slate; this officer would not
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be counted as having changed their initial preferences as a result of Green Pages. Therefore,
this officer would also not be counted in the “Possible Changes” column.
The figure below provides an example breakdown of individual officer preferences for
units. In this example from Pilot 3, every unit was selected at least once by an officer. This
demonstrates that officers had heterogeneous preferences for the available units. While not
all units were selected in every pilot, we continued to observe heterogeneous preferences
across all pilots.
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APPENDIX 4:
TOOLS FOR TALENT AGENTS
(HRC, Branch Proponents & Schools)
BRIEFING TOOLS
To inaugurate the profile-building phase, assignments officers – talent agents – provided
the below email and slide combination to each officer. In addition, the assignment officer
briefed Captain’s Career Course officers about the system in person. For populations that are
geographically dispersed, like most majors and lieutenant colonels, email was the only
method of communication. During the initial pilots, OEMA provided additional personnel to
contribute to officer briefings at the Captain’s Career Course.
Initial Email to Officers
ALCON,
If you are receiving this message then you have been identified as needing an
assignment this winter (NOV-JAN) or have not communicated your available
assignment date (ECCC 03-11 MS&T). Attached you will find a short green pages
introduction. Go into green pages and navigate to the "my profile" tab. Most
of the information is automatically pulled. You can add a BIO, picture and
other significant information. I have seen in past cycles that officers
taking the time to project a good profile are more desired by the units so
take your time and put some thought into it.
On 08JUN the green pages window will open. This is when the assignments will
be available to view under the "my assignments" tab. Your profile (my profile
tab) has to be updated to a certain percentage IOT view the assignments. I
will be at FLW to conduct interviews and a branch brief next week. Once the
assignments are available to view, you can list your preferences and reason.
Your preferences are not locked in and will likely change from the beginning
until 10JUL when the window closes. The units have been requested to fill in
the information about the assignment that's most important to you as well.
The command queue, deployment timeline and type of unit to command. As
preferences are made by both the officers and units, communication between
the two is encouraged. Do not wait until you have everything to list your
preferences. You will be highlighted to the units (UIC) as wishing to go
there when they view the officers available. You are not limited to how often
you can change your preference listing as more information becomes available.
If you have any issues logging on or with the data please let me know.
Thanks,
“Assignment Officer”
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Slide 1: Problem Statement

Slide 2: Motivation for Green Pages
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Slide 3: Motivation for Green Pages

Slide 4: The Green Pages Talent Market
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Slide 5: Pilot Information

Slide 6: Pilot Directions
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ASSIGNMENT TOOLS
The Green Pages market both generates information, in terms of preferences and
preference changes, and reveals new information about officers. The table below is an
excerpt from a matching matrix tool that we created to assist assignments officers with
visualizing the talent market as it developed. We updated this matrix throughout each pilot
as preferences changed and sent it to the assignment officer. This sample, with fictionalized
names, represents actual preferences from a manning cycle with Engineer Majors in Spring
2012. The top of the matrix shows two unit UICs participating in that pilot, WAB5AA and
WAB1AA. Beneath each unit are the officer preferences for that unit in the “O” column and
the unit preferences for that officer in the “U” column. For example, Francis Childress
selected WAB1AA as his first choice assignment, and the unit also selected Francis as their
first choice officer to fill that assignment. Michael Teague, however, has WAB5AA as his
second choice and they have not selected him.
Officer and Unit Preference Matrix
WAB5AA
0101 IN HHC 02 HQS BDE CBT
TM
O
U

WAB1AA
0101 AR DIV DIV HQ & HQ BN
O
U

john.lyle
david.vigna

3

4

francis.childress

1

1

1

3

john.murphy
luke.wojtasczek
erik.gallagher

1

3

john.dean
mitchell.smith
michael.teague

2

anibal.colon
anthony.cole1
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Officers and units also provided justifications for their preferences. The text box below
shows an example of officer free text entries that were available to both units and assignment
officers. This information enabled the assignment officer to make decisions during both the
market and the post-market phase. During the market phase, the assignment officer could
anticipate preferences and provide information, or guidance, to help shape preferences. The
assignment officer was the only person who could see both sides of the market in full detail.
Recall that the officer was only able to tell that he or she had been selected, and could not
view where they fell in the unit’s list of ranked preferences. The same was true for units.
See below for an example of both officer and unit reasons for their preferences visible to the
assignment officer. This information along with ranked preferences on both sides assisted
assignments officers in identifying “market clearing” matches.
Officer Reasons for Preferences

WAB1AA david.vigna

WAB1AA francis.childress
WAB5AA erik.gallagher
WAB5AA michael.teague

I am an engineer. However, I have spent the vast majority of my service in a
combat role. I would like the opportunity to apply my engineering skills in
both the United States and abroad. I think that the 7th SF Group would offer
a unique opportunity to coordinate construction and maintenance schedules
in CONUS and provide critical services and engineering support to
3 warfighters abroad.
This Billet looks like an exciting and challenging job where I can combine my
professional engineer background with my combat engineer training, in the
1 Pacific Theater protecting against the emerging threat.
Broadening position. Like the location. Would challenge me to develop as
1 an Engineer Officer.
2 KD Assignment for S3/XO.
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Market Clearing Matches
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